ACROSS
1. Comment said to someone who’s already put their foot in their mouth twice
12. ’60s-’80s UK sports car
15. “FYI”
16. MSNBC host Melber
17. Howard Hughes’s craft
19. Dance in one’s socks?
20. Droops
21. Office formatting
23. Drug runner
25. Team with a “B” in its logo
27. “A Love Supreme” saxophonist, familiarly
28. Doormat’s claim
30. Creator, in Chile
33. Burning Spear’s genre
35. Laundry room cycle
37. Sticking point?
39. 23-Across buster
40. “Make room"
44. Watchman
48. NPR correspondent Deborah
49. The rest of the team, briefly
51. Couturier Geoffrey
52. Stuns at the wedding
54. Education acronym
56. Hit sound
57. Heavy weights
59. Pachacuti’s people
61. Latin lover’s word
62. Storage of some chips
63. Feature of some kids’ cereals
66. Signal to move
67. Decks that might be used during some barbecues
68. Crack spot
69. Hunch, jocularly

DOWN
1. Led Zeppelin song that begins “Oh, let the sun beat down upon my face”
2. Take, as in marriage
3. Concert goer’s protection
4. Boston skyscraper, with “The”
5. Bill of Rights Day mos.
6. “Let me clarify"
7. Did a bunch of shows
8. Early Christian
9. Terms of agreement
10. Rail’s spot
11. Just ducky
12. Chicken ___
13. Actresses Ashley and Michele
14. Facebook, Google, Amazon, etc.
15. Milwaukee baseball team nickname
16. Cardiologist’s diagnostics
17. "Almost done"
18. Corn syrup brand
19. Cabbage dish
20. “Almost done"
21. Cabbage dish
22. Lease no-nos, maybe
23. One of the Balearic Islands
24. Guitarist at the Enchantment Under the Sea dance
25. The rest of the team, briefly
26. Latin lover’s word
27. Feature of some kids’ cereals
28. Signal to move
29. Like tweets that have substantially more replies than retweets or likes
30. Creators, in Chile
33. Burning Spear’s genre
34. Gable part
35. Bill of Rights Day mos.
36. “Let me clarify"
37. Did a bunch of shows
38. Early Christian
39. Terms of agreement
40. One of the Balearic Islands
41. Threatening
42. Books in stacks
43. Like tweets that have substantially more replies than retweets or likes
44. Watchman
45. "Best Foot Forward" actress Gloria
46. Fills with love
47. Misgivings
48. NPR correspondent Deborah
49. The rest of the team, briefly
50. Indigenous people of Delaware
51. Couturier Geoffrey
52. Stuns at the wedding
53. Split denominations
54. Education acronym
55. Guitarist at the Enchantment Under the Sea dance
56. Hit sound
57. Heavy weights
59. Pachacuti’s people
61. Latin lover’s word
62. Storage of some chips
63. Feature of some kids’ cereals
66. Signal to move